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Ecological adaptation is the driving force during divergence with gene flow and generates reproductive isolation early in speciation.

Although gene flow opposes divergence, local adaptation can be facilitated by factors that prevent the breakup of favorable allelic

combinations. We investigated how selection, genetic architecture, and geography have contributed to the maintenance of floral

trait divergence and pollinator isolation between parapatric ecotypes of Mimulus aurantiacus. Combining greenhouse, field, and

genomic studies, we show that sharp clines in floral traits are maintained by spatially varying selection. Although adaptation

breaks down where the ecotypes co-occur, leading to the formation of a hybrid zone, the largely non-overlapping distributions of

the ecotypes shield them from immigrant genes, facilitating divergence across most of the range. In contrast to the sharp genetic

discontinuities observed across most hybrid zones, we observed a gradual cline in genome-wide divergence and a pattern of

isolation by distance across the landscape. Thus, contrary to a long period of allopatry followed by recent re-contact, our data

suggest that floral trait divergence in M. aurantiacus may have evolved with locally restricted, but ongoing gene flow. Therefore,

our study reveals how the geographic distribution of an organism can contribute to the evolution of premating isolation in the

early stages of divergence with gene flow.
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A major goal of speciation research is to understand how repro-

ductive barriers evolve with gene flow (Coyne and Orr 2004;

Smadja and Butlin 2011; Nosil 2012; Abbott et al. 2013). Eco-

logical adaptation is the driving force in models of divergence

with gene flow and can be an important source of pre- and post-

mating isolation early in the process of speciation (Sobel et al.

2010; Nosil 2012). Although isolation may result from selection

on a single divergent trait (Orr 1991; Ueshima and Asami 2003),

strong barriers usually consist of multiple divergent traits that

each make a small contribution to the total reduction in gene flow

(Coyne and Orr 2004; Nosil 2012). Thus, for strong isolation to

evolve, ecologically based divergent selection must overcome or

balance the homogenizing effects of gene flow that act to breakup

favorable genetic associations (Barton and de Cara 2009; Bar-

ton 2010). However, even very low levels of gene flow may be

enough to suppress initial divergence or cause a previously estab-

lished barrier to collapse (Barton 2010). Thus, while divergence

with gene flow is feasible under a range of conditions (Lenor-

mand 2002; Sinervo and Svensson 2002; Feder and Nosil 2009),

detailed empirical studies are needed to identify the factors that

ease the process in nature.

A key factor that can facilitate divergence with gene flow is

the geographic distribution of the emerging taxa (Endler 1977;

Feder and Nosil 2009; Barton 2013). Local adaptation can occur

between populations that exist along a continuum of spatial isola-

tion, varying from completely overlapping ranges with high gene
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flow to geographically distant populations that only exchange oc-

casional migrants (Feder and Nosil 2009; Barton 2013; Abbott

et al. 2013). However, many natural systems include areas of

spatial overlap and spatial separation of habitats (i.e., parapatry)

(Butlin et al. 2008; Fitzpatrick et al. 2009), in some cases lead-

ing to the formation of hybrid zones (Barton and Hewitt 1985).

In these situations, levels of gene flow between diverging pop-

ulations will vary geographically, provided that the total range

of the organism is larger than its dispersal range (Endler 1977;

Butlin et al. 2008; Barton 2013). In or near areas of geographic

overlap, high levels of gene flow may overwhelm selection, lead-

ing to the local breakdown of divergent adaptations (Clarke 1966;

Endler 1977). However, individuals that are far from areas of over-

lap may be shielded from immigrant genes, which can facilitate

adaptation over much of an organism’s range (Barton 2013).

The geographic context can also change throughout the his-

tory of divergence (Butlin et al. 2008). For example, periods of

parapatry may be punctuated by periods of geographic isolation

(i.e., allopatry) during which gene flow is absent (Butlin et al.

2008). Although multitrait adaptation can occur during periods

of uninterrupted gene flow across an ecological gradient (i.e.,

primary contact) (Barton and de Cara 2009; Barton 2010), peri-

ods of isolation can help initiate divergence, because associations

between adaptive alleles can form more easily when gene flow

is absent (Kirkpatric and Ravigné 2002; Coyne and Orr 2004).

Once they are established, divergent trait combinations may be

maintained following re-contact (i.e., secondary contact) (Abbott

et al. 2013). Distinguishing between alternative divergence his-

tories based on contemporary patterns of molecular variation is

notoriously difficult (Nosil 2008; Pinho and Hey 2010), because

intermittent periods of allopatry may fail to leave a molecular

signature. However, the presence of a sharp genome-wide discon-

tinuity between parapatrically distributed taxa and a narrow zone

of admixture suggest recent secondary contact of populations fol-

lowing a long period of divergence in allopatry. Alternatively, a

genome-wide pattern of isolation by distance reflecting ongoing

local dispersal and drift across the landscape is most consistent

with a recent primary origin of parapatric taxa.

Divergence with gene flow can also be facilitated by the ge-

netic architecture of the traits that generate isolation (Kirkpatrick

2010; Smadja and Butlin 2011; Yeaman and Whitlock 2011). This

occurs when features of genetic architecture prevent the breakup

of favorable trait combinations by segregation and recombination

(Smadja and Butlin 2011). For example, chromosomal inversions

have received considerable recent attention for their potential

to shield sets of divergently adapted loci from recombination

in hybrids (Noor et al. 2001; Rieseberg 2001; Butlin 2005;

Kirkpatrick and Barton 2006; Feder and Nosil 2009; Kirkpatrick

2010). Similarly, pleiotropy and tight linkage of loci in colinear

genomic regions can protect trait associations, but associations

due to linkage will decay over time if selection is relaxed (Smith

1966; Falconer and Mckay 1996; Riesberg 2001; Conner and

Hartl 2004; Gavrilets 2004; Lovel et al. 2013). Any or all of these

mechanisms can allow divergent natural selection to overcome

the homogenizing effects of gene flow that would otherwise

break trait combinations apart. Thus, to determine if aspects of

genetic architecture may be important in facilitating divergence

with gene flow, it is also necessary to examine whether traits

segregate independently of each other in the absence of selection.

In this study, we investigate the roles that divergent selection,

geography, genetic architecture, and history have played in the ori-

gin and maintenance of floral divergence between parapatrically

distributed ecotypes of the Mimulus aurantiacus species complex

(Phrymaceae). In San Diego County, California, there is a sharp

geographic transition between red- and yellow-flowered ecotypes

(Streisfeld and Kohn 2005). Phylogenomic analysis of the entire

complex has shown that these ecotypes are extremely closely re-

lated to each other, with the red ecotype having evolved recently

from an ancestral yellow-flowered population (Stankowski and

Streisfeld 2015). The red ecotype occurs in the west and produces

flowers that make red anthocyanin pigments in their petals, have

short and narrow corollas, long pedicels, and exerted stigmas.

The eastern, yellow ecotype produces yellow flowers with no an-

thocyanins, long and wide corollas, short pedicels, and inserted

stigmas (Fig. 1; Waayers, 1996; Tulig, 2000; Streisfeld and Kohn

2005). Grant (1981, 1993a,b) interpreted these differences to be

the result of selection to maximize visitation and pollen transfer

by alternate pollinators. Consistent with these predictions, hum-

mingbird and hawkmoth pollinators demonstrate opposing pref-

erences and constancy for flowers of the red and yellow ecotypes,

respectively, which results in strong, but incomplete reproductive

isolation (Streisfeld and Kohn 2007; Sobel and Streisfeld 2015).

However, it is not clear which floral traits are involved in pollina-

tor isolation. Because postmating barriers are effectively absent

(Sobel and Streisfeld 2015), there is opportunity for gene flow be-

tween the ecotypes, which hybridize in areas where they co-occur

(Streisfeld and Kohn 2007).

Focusing on this classic model of pollinator-mediated

divergence with gene flow, our study had two objectives. Our

primary goal was to understand how selection, geography, and

genetic architecture contribute to the maintenance of floral trait

divergence between the red and yellow ecotypes. To assess this,

we asked three questions: (1) which floral traits are experiencing

divergent selection? (2) Are features of the genetic architecture

that shield traits from recombination responsible for the mainte-

nance of divergent floral morphologies? and (3) Does the spatial

structure of populations play an important role in maintaining the

ecotypes? To answer these questions, we measured a set of floral

traits in a common garden and used cline analysis to identify

traits experiencing divergent selection. We then studied trait
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Figure 1. Geographic and clinal variation in an SNP marker tightly linked to the flower color locus MaMyb2. In the top panel, pie charts

represent the frequency of the red or yellow allele at MaMyb2-M3, as defined in Streisfeld et al. (2013). The dashed line is the best-fitting

two-dimensional cline center for the allele frequency cline. The 16 numbered locations are included in this study. In the bottom plot, each

sampling location is collapsed onto a one-dimensional transect, based on its distance from the fitted two-dimensional center. The gray

line is the maximum-likelihood one-dimensional cline for allele frequency data for the 16 natural populations. The red line is the same,

but based on the allele frequencies of the seedlings from each of the 16 populations used in the common garden experiment.

covariation in a greenhouse-grown F2 population to determine

how gene flow between the ecotypes affects the segregation of

floral traits in the absence of selection. To understand if geography

facilitates local adaptation, we also analyzed trait variation in the

hybrid zone, where levels of inter-ecotype gene flow and recombi-

nation are expected to be highest. An additional goal of this study

was to shed light on the history of divergence in M. aurantiacus

by asking whether there was evidence that initial floral divergence

occurred during a long period of physical isolation, as proposed

by Grant (1981, 1993a,b), or whether it appears that divergence

evolved in the presence of ongoing gene flow? To do this, we gen-

erated a large panel of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)

and characterized patterns of genetic structure across the study

area.

Materials and Methods
STUDY AREA AND CALCULATION OF A

ONE-DIMENSIONAL TRANSECT

Although M. aurantiacus is distributed over a broad two-

dimensional area (Fig. 1), the transition between the yellow and

red ecotypes is narrow and occurs primarily in one dimension

(roughly east–west). To enable subsequent one-dimensional cline

analysis of floral traits, we used a widely adopted protocol to
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collapse the two-dimensional location information onto a one-

dimensional transect (Bridle et al. 2001). Specifically, we used

the program Analyse 1.3 (Barton and Baird 1995) to fit a two-

dimensional sigmoid cline to an existing allele frequency dataset

for a genetic marker in the gene MaMyb2 from 30 sample sites

(MaMyb2-M3; see Streisfeld et al. 2013). MaMyb2-M3 is tightly

linked to the primary mutation responsible for the transition from

yellow to red flowers in M. aurantiacus and shows a sharp spatial

cline that matches the transition in qualitative flower color scores

(Streisfeld et al 2013). After testing models with up to five lin-

ear segments, we obtained the best-fitting two-dimensional cline

(Bridle et al. 2001) and determined the minimum linear distance

of each of the 30 sample sites to the two-dimensional cline cen-

ter, which was set to position “0.” This polarized the new one-

dimensional coordinates, so that sites in the territory of the red

ecotype have negative values and sites in the territory of the yellow

ecotype have positive values (Fig. 1).

SAMPLING DESIGN

We collected seed and leaf tissue from 16 of the 30 sites from

across the study area. These included six red-ecotype sites, six

yellow-ecotype sites, and four “hybrid” sites as previously defined

by Streisfeld et al. (2013) (Fig. 1, Table S1). Seeds were collected

from 189 maternal families (range: 7–17 per sample site; mean

= 11.8) in the summer of 2011. Leaves were also collected from

199 adult plants (mean n per population = 12.4; range 6–18)

and stored in silica prior to DNA extraction. In June 2012, we

raised plants from each of the 16 natural populations in a common

garden. Seeds from each maternal family were sown on moist

potting soil in plug trays and placed in a growth chamber under

fluorescent light (16/8 h cycle) at 22°C. Approximately two weeks

post-germination, two seedlings per family (368 seedlings) were

transplanted into 2.25 inch pots and randomly placed in bottom-

water trays. Plants were transported to the University of Oregon

greenhouses and watered and fertilized as required.

To confirm that the samples from the 16 populations rep-

resented in the common garden experiment captured the sharp

spatial transition in MaMyb2-M3 genotypes observed in nature

(Fig. 1), we compared the shape of the marker clines in the ex-

perimental plants with those from the natural populations. We

genotyped each seedling at MaMyb2-M3 according to Streisfeld

et al. (2013), and fitted one-dimensional ML clines to each of

three allele frequency datasets (the full dataset of 30 natural pop-

ulations, the subset of 16 natural populations that were used in

the common garden experiment, and the seedlings from the 16

populations grown in the common garden experiment). We then

compared the best-fitting cline models using likelihood ratio tests

(see “cline-fitting procedures” in the Supporting Information for

more detail).

PATTERNS OF TRAIT VARIATION ACROSS THE STUDY

AREA

We phenotyped each greenhouse-raised plant by measuring 10

floral traits that are often associated with pollinator-mediated iso-

lation (Grant 1993a,b; Schemske and Bradshaw 1999) (see Sup-

porting Information for details). We then identified floral traits

that showed evidence for spatial variation by performing linear

regression on the mean trait values for each sample site against its

distance along the transect. Those traits with a significant slope

(P < 0.05) were considered to show evidence for clinal variation.

For these traits, we used Analyse 1.3 (Barton and Baird 1995)

to fit maximum-likelihood cline models to the mean trait values

for each population. Data were scaled between 0 and 1 as required

by the program (see “cline-fitting procedures” in the Supporting

Information for detail). We compared the fits of stepped (A-step

and S-step) and “sigmoid” cline models and found that the sig-

moid model was the optimum model for all six traits (see Results).

The sigmoid model is described by four parameters: (1) Pmin and

(2) Pmax, the mean trait values in the tails of the cline, (3) c, the

geographic position of the cline center, and (4) w, the cline width,

defined as the ratio between the change in the mean trait value

in the tails (�P) and the maximum slope. For a single locus, w

is inversely proportional to the effective strength of selection re-

quired to maintain the cline (s∗), so that narrower widths indicate

greater selection (Barton and Gale 1993). However, for quanti-

tative traits, w may also be influenced by the number of genes

underlying the trait, so we did not make inferences about relative

strengths of selection based on cline width and instead focused

primarily on variation in cline centers. We obtained ML estimates

of each cline parameter and their two-unit support limits based on

10,000 random changes of the focal parameter.

To examine Grant’s (1981, 1993a,b) hypothesis that the flo-

ral traits are diverged due to selection by pollinators, we tested

for the coincidence of cline centers among the floral trait clines.

Assuming that a cline is at equilibrium and maintained by a bal-

ance between dispersal and environmental selection, the cline

center (c) represents the geographic position where the direction

of divergent selection switches (Endler 1977; Barton and Gale

1993). Thus, if pollinator selection is responsible for divergence

of floral traits, we expected the clines to share a common center.

The coincidence of centers was tested using a likelihood profile

method as described by Phillips et al. (2004) and implemented by

Kawakami et al. (2009) and described in detail in the Supporting

Information.

EFFECT OF INTERE-COTYPE GENE FLOW ON FLORAL

ARCHITECTURE

Although the floral morphologies may be maintained entirely by

selection acting on a suite of genetically independent traits, it is

also possible that trait associations are maintained by features of
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the genetic architecture that protect loci from recombination in

hybrids. If genetic architecture does not assist in maintaining trait

associations, we expect traits to segregate independently follow-

ing inter-ecotype gene flow in the absence of selection. To test this

hypothesis, we examined trait covariation in an outcrossed F2 pop-

ulation grown in a common environment. Three hundred eighty

plants were produced by crossing two F1 individuals, each the

product of crossing different greenhouse-raised red- and yellow-

ecotype plants collected from opposite ends of the collapsed

transect (locations 1red and 16yellow in Fig. 1). To allow direct phe-

notypic comparison among plants grown in a common environ-

ment, we also raised 25 red-ecotype (location 1; Fig. 1), 31 yellow-

ecotype (location 16), and 20 F1 (1red × 16yellow) plants alongside

the F2s. Plants were raised and phenotyped as described above.

We analyzed trait covariation in two ways. First, we calcu-

lated Pearson’s correlation coefficient between each pair of traits

and tested the significance of the relationship against the null hy-

pothesis that variation in trait i is inherited at random with respect

to variation at trait j. Probability values were estimated by com-

paring the observed correlation coefficient to a null distribution of

correlation coefficients generated by 1,000,000 random permuta-

tions of the data using custom scripts in R. A non-significant cor-

relation provides evidence that a pair of traits can be broken apart

by inter-ecotype segregation and recombination in the absence

of selection. To provide a multivariate view of phenotypic varia-

tion, we also performed a principal components analysis (PCA)

on the trait data, including the red, yellow, F1, and F2 individuals.

If traits are controlled by a small number of loci and co-localize

to the same genomic region, we expected to see F2 individuals

that routinely group with those of red- and yellow-ecotype plants

based on PC scores. Alternatively, if F2 individuals do not group

with the parents, we can conclude that the pure floral phenotypes

are rarely re-created after a single generation of segregation and

recombination in the absence of selection.

PATTERNS OF FLORAL TRAIT VARIATION IN THE

HYBRID ZONE

The hybrid zone between the red and yellow ecotypes provides

an opportunity to test if the divergent floral morphologies are

maintained directly in the face of gene flow, because the rate of

inter-ecotype re-combination is expected to be highest in areas

where the ecotypes co-occur. This could occur if, for example,

intermediate hybrid phenotypes are rarely produced and are vis-

ited less frequently than pure phenotypes, or if features of their

genetic architecture protect trait associations from breakup in hy-

brid offspring. In this case, we expect to see a bimodal distribution

of phenotypic traits that is consistent with the coexistence of pure

red- and yellow-ecotype individuals and selection against inter-

mediate phenotypes (Jiggins and Mallet 2000). Alternatively, the

rate of gene flow between the ecotypes may be higher than the

strength of selection, resulting in the breakdown of the divergent

morphologies. In this case, we expect to see a broad distribution of

phenotypes inside the hybrid zone that falls roughly intermediate

of the pure ecotypes (Jiggins and Mallet 2000).

To test these expectations, we measured floral traits in the

field from 192 individuals from the four locations in the hybrid

zone (48 individuals from locations 7 to 10 in Fig. 1). We also

phenotyped individuals from four locations outside of the hybrid

zone (locations 1red, 4red, 11yellow, and 16yellow) so that we could

compare pure and hybrid phenotypes that were measured in the

same flowering season. We focused only on traits that showed

clinal variation (see Results). We then conducted PCA, includ-

ing plants from inside and outside the hybrid zone. We saved

the first two principal components and conducted a distributional

analysis of each. Specifically, we fit unimodal (representing pre-

dominantly hybrids), bimodal (representing predominantly pure

parental types), and trimodal (representing a combination of pure

parental types and hybrids) distributions to each PC using max-

imum likelihood in JMP version 11, and used the Akaike Infor-

mation Criterion (AIC) to select the optimum model.

MOLECULAR METHODS AND ANALYSIS OF

GENOME-WIDE DIVERGENCE

To enable an analysis of genome-wide divergence across the dis-

tribution of the ecotypes, we identified SNPs by sequencing re-

striction site associated DNA tags (RAD-seq) generated from the

199 adult tissue samples collected across the 16 natural pop-

ulations (Table S1). RAD-seq library preparation and Illumina

HiSeq 2000 sequencing followed the methods described in Sobel

and Streisfeld (2015). We used Stacks version 1.12 (Catchen et al.

2013) to process the data and call genotypes, as described in the

Supporting Information.

We used patterns of genome-wide variation to examine two

hypotheses related to the history of gene flow between the eco-

types. First, we tested the hypothesis that clinal variation in the

floral traits has been maintained by selection despite ongoing

gene flow across the landscape. According to this hypothesis, we

expect the average pattern of genome-wide divergence to show

a cline that is wider than the cline in each floral trait. Although

a large panel of anonymous SNPs may contain a mix of neutral,

directly selected, and indirectly selected loci, a previous analysis

of RAD data between these ecotypes revealed that most markers

showed little or no differentiation (Sobel and Streisfeld 2015).

Thus, the overwhelming signal in the data should reflect neutral

evolutionary processes.

We obtained estimates of genome-wide divergence and pop-

ulation structure from two sources. First, we conducted a PCA

on the genotype matrix using the R package Adegenet and calcu-

lated mean PC1 and PC2 scores for each population. Second, we

used the Bayesian clustering algorithm implemented in Structure

2.3.4 (Pritchard et al. 2000) to estimate the probability of assign-

ment of each individual to one of two clusters (see “Structure
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analysis” in the Supporting Information for more detail). As the

mean PC1 and Structure Q scores were highly correlated with

one another (see Results), cline analysis was only performed on

the PC1 scores. Cline fitting was conducted using the quantitative

trait model as described above, based on the mean and variance

of scaled PC1 scores at each sample site. Pairwise likelihood pro-

file tests were used to determine if each floral trait had a cline

width that was narrower than the cline width obtained for the

genomic PC1 scores, using methods described in the Supporting

Information.

Second, we examined the hypothesis posed by Grant (1981,

1993a,b) that the floral traits diverged during an extensive period

of geographic isolation followed by secondary contact. Under this

scenario, we would expect to see: (1) a sharp cline in molecular

genetic variation that is consistent with an abrupt genetic dis-

continuity between two divergent taxa; (2) elevated variance in

molecular admixture scores in populations where the phenotypic

hybrids are present compared to populations where pure red and

yellow ecotypes are found; and (3) estimates of genome-wide di-

vergence that are greater between the ecotypes than the levels of

divergence observed within the ecotypes. The analyses of popula-

tion structure and clinal variation described above provide tests of

predictions 1 and 2. However, to examine point 3, it is important to

correct for any effects of isolation by distance that arise because

the geographic distances from intere-cotype comparisons (i.e.,

red × yellow comparisons) are greater than intra-ecotype com-

parisons (i.e., red × red and yellow × yellow comparisons). If

patterns of genomic differentiation between the ecotypes remain

greater than differentiation within the ecotypes after accounting

for the geographic distance between sample sites, this would sup-

port Grant’s (1993a,b) hypothesis that floral divergence evolved

during a period of allopatry.

To test this final expectation, we first estimated pairwise

FST (averaged over all SNP loci) between each pair of sample

sites in Arlequin (Excoffier et al. 2005), excluding the four “hy-

brid” locations (sites 7–10 in Fig. 1). Mean estimates of pair-

wise FST within and between ecotypes were compared using per-

mutation tests conducted with custom scripts in R (described in

the Supporting Information). We then controlled for geography

by examining the relationship between genomic differentiation

and geographic distance. We regressed the pairwise estimates of

FST against estimates of geographic distance between each pair

of sample sites and tested the significance of the relationship

using a Mantel test using the Vegan package in R. After con-

firming that the inter-ecotype and intra-ecotype comparisons had

near identical scaling relationships, we then obtained the resid-

ual estimates of pairwise FST from the full regression and tested

whether the mean residual variation of inter-ecotype comparisons

was greater than intra-ecotype comparisons using a permutation

test.
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w = 0.49 (0.06 - 13.61)
c = 0.59 (-0.82 - 1.12)

-lnl = 7.88

Stigma exertion
w = 7.50 (4.66 - 13.61)
c = 1.62 (-0.19 - 3.17)

-lnl = 11.02

Corolla length
w = 17.94 (12.01 - 21.66)

c = 3.74 (-5.08 - 0.29)
-lnl = 4.91

Corolla width
w = 18.59 (7.48 -28.9)
c = 1.26 (-1.61 - 4.88)

-lnl = 4.71

Tube width
w = 26.27 (9.70 - 36.24)

c = -0.45 (-4.59 - 4.41)
-lnl = 2.99

Figure 2. Clinal variation in six floral traits across the one-

dimensional transect. The line in each plot is the maximum-

likelihood one-dimensional cline fitted to scaled population mean

estimates. The dashed vertical line shows the position of the

cline center for the MaMyb2-M3 marker. Maximum-likelihood es-

timates of cline width (w), cline center (c), and the model’s log

likelihood (−lnl) are reported for each trait.

Results
ORIENTATION OF THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL TRANSECT

AND CLINE IN MAMYB2 ALLELE FREQUENCY

The best-fitting two-dimensional sigmoid cline model for the

MaMyb2-M3 allele frequency data (LnL = −21.66) consisted
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of a single linear segment with an orientation 18° anticlockwise

of the north-south axis (Fig. 1). Cline models with more than one

linear segment did not lead to a significant improvement in the

log-likelihood score (likelihood ratio test (LRT); P > 0.05). Fit-

ting one-dimensional clines to the three allele frequency datasets

resulted in cline models with nearly identical characteristics (Fig.

1; Table S2). In all cases, cline shapes were not significantly differ-

ent among datasets (P > 0.05), confirming that the samples in our

common garden experiment captured the sharp spatial transition

observed between the ecotypes in nature.

CLINAL VARIATION IN THE FLORAL TRAITS

Linear regression of the phenotypic data in the common gar-

den experiment revealed that six of the 10 floral traits we mea-

sured showed significant spatial variation across the study area

(Table S3). Populations on the western end of the transect pro-

duced more anthocyanin, had narrower floral tubes, shorter and

narrower corollas, longer pedicels, and more frequently had ex-

erted stigmas than populations in the east.

As expected for traits maintained by a balance between gene

flow and divergent selection, the clines in the floral traits were

well described by a sigmoid model (Fig. 2). Of the four-, six-,

and eight-parameter cline models implemented in Analyse, the

four-parameter sigmoid model was the best fit for all six traits

(LRT; P > 0.05). Parameter estimates for the cline center along the

collapsed transect were relatively consistent for each trait, ranging

from −2.36 km for corolla length to +1.65 km for corolla width,

with a mean estimate of −0.06 ± 1.5 km relative to the MaMyb2-

M3 cline center. Consistent with the hypothesis that these traits

have diverged due to selection by pollinators, the cline centers

were not significantly different from one another (�ML = 8.24,

df = 5, P = 0.144). In contrast to the coincident cline centers, we

observed striking variation in cline width (Fig. 2). Estimates of

w varied more than 50-fold among traits, ranging from less than

1 km for floral anthocyanin and pedicel length to more than 26

km for tube width.

TRAIT VARIATION IN EXPERIMENTAL CROSSES

One generation of segregation and recombination resulted in a

broad and continuous distribution of floral phenotypes in the F2

generation (Fig. 3). Strong correlations were observed among

traits affecting the size and shape of the corolla, including corolla

length, corolla width, and corolla width (mean r = 0.58; P < 10−6;

Table 1). However, our analysis revealed greatly reduced corre-

lations among the other trait pairs. Specifically, four of the five

pairwise comparisons involving floral anthocyanin were substan-

tially reduced (mean absolute r = 0.09) and were not significantly

different from our null expectation after correction for multiple

comparisons (Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.0034). Nevertheless,

six of the pairs of traits revealed statistically significant corre-

lations (Table 1). However, PCA of all six traits revealed that

the parental combinations of phenotypes were rarely recovered in

the F2. Although the red- and yellow-ecotype plants had distinct,

non-overlapping distributions along PC1, F2 individuals gener-

ally fell in the valley between them (Fig. 3). In addition to the

abundance of intermediate phenotypes, we also observed trans-

gressive variation in the F2 that was not present in the red-ecotype,

yellow-ecotype, or F1 plants. This was evident in the bivariate plot

of PCs 2 and 3, where the red-ecotype, yellow-ecotype, and F1

individuals overlapped considerably, but were surrounded by a

broad cloud of F2 individuals.

TRAIT VARIATION IN THE HYBRID ZONE

Although the six floral traits are maintained in distinct combina-

tions across most of each ecotype’s range, trait data collected from

inside the hybrid zone are consistent with considerable break-

down of floral architectures in areas where the ecotypes co-occur

(Fig. 4). The first two principal components together explain 73%

of the variation in the dataset (Fig. 4). For individuals sampled

outside the hybrid zone, frequency histograms and ML analy-

sis revealed that each PC was bimodally distributed, with near

complete separation of individuals from each ecotype (Fig. 4). In

contrast, PC scores for individuals from inside the hybrid zone

showed broad unimodal distributions that were centered roughly

intermediate of the modes of the red and yellow ecotypes. Com-

plete separation of the red and yellow ecotypes was observed when

individuals were plotted in a two-dimensional PC space (Fig. 4),

with the majority of individuals from the hybrid zone falling in

the space between them. Some individuals from the hybrid zone

had phenotypes that were consistent with the presence of “pure”

red- and yellow-ecotype plants in the zone, or with later genera-

tion hybrids that have parental combinations of traits. However,

the extensive trait variation observed in the hybrid zone reveals

that the parental trait combinations are not broadly maintained

directly in the face of gene flow.

PATTERN OF GENOME-WIDE DIVERGENCE

Illumina sequencing of RAD tags from 199 samples collected

from the 16 natural populations provided a total of 5382 SNPs

that met our filtering requirements. The principal components and

Structure analyses revealed very similar patterns of population

structure. In the PC analysis, the first two principal components

explained 14% of the variation in the SNP genotype matrix (9.1

and 5.1% for PCs 1 and 2, respectively). Although there was

considerable variation in PC1 scores within sites, the PC1 axis

separated the populations of each ecotype, which were bridged by

the four hybrid populations (Fig. S1). PC2 did not contribute to

the separation of sites by ecotype and was instead associated with

variation among yellow-ecotype sites (Fig. S1). In the Structure

analysis, K = 2 was the optimum number of clusters (�K = 3102;
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Figure 3. Standard photographs from a representative subset of F2 flowers and bivariate plots of the first three principal components

extracted from a multivariate analysis of floral trait variation in red-ecotype, yellow-ecotype, F1, and F2 plants raised in a common

environment. The vectors in loading plots indicate the strength and direction of the correlation between each floral trait and the

principal components.

Table 1. Correlations between each pair of floral traits in the F2 population.

Floral anthocyanin Pedicel length Stigma exertion Corolla length Corolla width Tube width

Floral anthocyanin − 0.039 0.1019 0.0865 0.0007 0.0070
Pedicel length 0.092 − 1.00 × 10−6 0.0022 0.0671 1.70 × 10−5

Stigma exertion 0.066 −0.334 − 1.00 × 10−6 0.0004 1.00 × 10−6

Corolla length −0.071 −0.147 −0.331 − 1.00 × 10−6 1.00 × 10−6

Corolla width −0.165 −0.077 −0.172 0.374 − 1.00 × 10−6

Tube width −0.130 −0.214 −0.318 0.659 0.712 −

Pairwise correlation coefficients are in the lower diagonal. P-values, estimated based on 1,000,000 random permutations of the data, are in the upper

diagonal. Correlation coefficients that are significant after correction for multiple comparisons (Bonferroni-corrected α = 0.0034) are bolded.

Table S4). However, rather than individuals of the “pure” red and

yellow ecotypes showing strong assignment to the alternative

clusters, with a sharp step in Q scores along the transect, we

observed a gradual decrease in assignment scores from west to

east. Also, there was no increase in the standard deviation of

Q scores in the four hybrid populations (mean = 0.12; range =
0.06–0.18) relative to the pure populations (mean = 0.12; range

= 0–0.33) (Wilcoxon test: z = 0.788, P = 0.4306) (Fig. S2).

As the mean Structure and PC1 scores where highly

correlated (r2 = 0.951), we only performed cline analysis

on the PC1 scores. Cline analysis revealed a gradual change

in genome-wide variation across the landscape, rather than a

sharp genetic discontinuity between two genetic groups. The

four-parameter sigmoid cline model was selected over the more

complex six- and eight-parameter models (LRT; P > 0.05) but

gave an estimated cline width (w) of 97 km, which was wider

than the 75 km transect. As w is defined based on the maximum

slope of the cline (Barton and Gale 1993), a width wider than

the transect indicates that the cline is best described by a linear

gradient. Subsequent linear regression revealed that the distance

of sites across the one-dimensional transect explained 89% of

the variation in mean PC1 scores (Fig. 5A; for mean Structure
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Figure 4. Principal components analysis of floral trait variation inside and outside the hybrid zone. Univariate histograms show the

distributions of PC1 and PC2 scores based on the six floral traits that show clinal variation. The AICC scores for distribution models with

one, two, or three normal modes are provided. Red and yellow bars show the distributions for the red and yellow ecotypes respectively.

The scatter plot shows the distribution of individual scores within the bivariate PC space (red circles: red ecotype; yellow squares: yellow

ecotype; gray x: hybrid). The vectors in the loading plot (below) indicate the strength and direction of the correlation between each

floral trait and the principal components.

scores, r2 = 0.91; Fig. S2). Pairwise tests for concordance

confirmed that the floral trait clines were significantly narrower

than the cline in genomic PC1 scores (P < 0.0003 for all traits;

Table S5).

Consistent with the broad linear cline in the genomic

PC1 scores, FST analysis revealed a clear pattern of isola-

tion by distance across the study area. There was a signifi-

cant, positive relationship between pairwise FST and pairwise

geographic distance between sites (Fig. 5B; r2 = 0.281, Man-

tel test: P = 0.0002). Separate analyses revealed nearly iden-

tical relationships for intra-ecotype (i.e., red × red and yel-

low × yellow) and inter-ecotype comparisons (i.e., red × yel-

low) (Fig. S3). The mean estimate of inter-ecotype pairwise FST

was significantly greater than the mean of intra-ecotype com-

parisons (Fig. 5C; P = 0.007), but after correcting for geo-

graphic distance between sample sites, there was no difference

in mean residual FST within or between the ecotypes (Fig. 5C;

P = 0.759). These results indicate that the elevated mean inter-

ecotype FST can be attributed entirely to the greater geographic

distance between red- and yellow-ecotype sites relative to intra-

ecotype sites, which does not support a history of prolonged al-

lopatry followed by recent secondary contact.

Discussion
Although recent studies have shown that divergence with gene

flow is common in nature (Coyne and Orr 2004; Nosil 2008;

Smadja and Butlin 2011), the factors that facilitate the process

are often unknown. In this study, we investigated the relative

roles that selection, geography, genetic architecture, and history

have played in the origin and maintenance of floral divergence

between ecotypes of M. aurantiacus. These data illustrate

how the spatial pattern of populations can be critical for the

evolution of premating isolation during the early stages of

speciation.

SELECTION ON FLORAL TRAITS

We observed sharp geographic clines for six of the ten floral traits

that we measured. Although clines can form in neutral traits fol-

lowing changes in historical distributions (Endler 1977; Barton

and Hewitt 1985), all six clines are significantly narrower than

the broad linear cline in genome-wide divergence. This pattern

indicates that trait divergence has been maintained due to diver-

gent selection despite a history of gene flow between the ecotypes

(Barton and Hewitt 1985; Barton and Gale 1993).

In addition, our cline analyses support the hypothesis that

these floral traits have diverged due to selection by different

pollinators. Specifically, the divergent floral trait clines share

a common center, as is expected when multiple traits diverge

across a common selective gradient (Barton and Hewitt 1985;

Barton and Gale 1993). Previous field experiments have shown

that hummingbird and hawkmoth pollinators display strong, op-

posing preferences for flowers of each ecotype (Streisfeld and

Kohn 2007), suggesting that floral traits are adapted for success-

ful and efficient pollination (Grant 1949, 1981, 1994; Fenster et al.

2004).
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A

B

C

Figure 5. Genome-wide variation across the study area. (A) Mean

genome-wide PC1 score across the collapsed transect, extracted

from a principal components analysis conducted on the SNP geno-

type matrix (5382 loci). The line is the least-squares regression line

and the dotted line is the 95% confidence interval. (B) Relation-

ship between geographic and genetic distance (FST, averaged over

loci) among sample locations. inter-ecotype (i.e., red ecotype × yel-

low ecotype) and intra-ecotype (red × red ecotype and yellow ×
yellow ecotype) comparisons are coded using different symbols.

(C) Levels of intra- and inter-ecotype FST before (left) and after

(right) correcting for the relationship between geographic and ge-

netic distance. The dashed line in the box represents the mean,

the whiskers show the 2.5 and 97.5 quantiles, and the circles are

outliers.

Although the evidence for pollinator-mediated divergence is

compelling, cline centers may become coincident for other rea-

sons. For example, coincident cline centers can arise by neutral

processes involving recent secondary contact (Barton and Hewitt

1985; Barton and Gale 1993). In addition, multiple selective gra-

dients that all change in the same location may have caused floral

trait divergence (Barton and Hewitt 1985; Barton and Gale 1993).

Clines also tend to be attracted to areas of low population den-

sity, causing them to become coincident (Barton and Hewitt 1985;

Bierne et al. 2011). However, these alternative explanations seem

unlikely to explain the coincidence of clines in this system. First,

our genome-wide analyses do not support a history of recent sec-

ondary contact (see below), suggesting that the cline centers have

not become associated as a result of recent distributional changes.

In addition, there is currently little evidence to support other agents

of selection affecting the floral traits. For example, it is often sug-

gested that transitions in flower color are due to selection imposed

by non-pollinator agents that act on pleiotropic effects of flower

color genes (Strauss and Whittall 2006). However, little direct

evidence exists for this conclusion (Rausher 2008), and previous

field experiments were unable to detect fitness advantages for

seedlings of each ecotype in their native environment (Streisfeld

and Kohn 2007). Moreover, with six different floral traits all co-

inciding in the same geographic position, it seems very unlikely

that multiple non-pollinator agents of selection drive the pattern.

Finally, there is no obvious change in population density along

the landscape that coincides with the hybrid zone, suggesting that

the clines are unlikely to be positioned in a density trap (Barton

1979; Bierne et al. 2011). Thus, while future selection studies

that experimentally manipulate floral traits are required to iden-

tify the direct targets and agents of selection across the transect,

our data support Grant’s (1981, 1993a,b) hypothesis and previous

field experiments (Streisfeld and Kohn 2007) which suggest that

these divergent floral architectures have evolved due to selection

by pollinators.

In contrast to the coincident cline centers, we observed ex-

tensive variation in cline width, with w varying more than 50-fold

among traits. For a single locus cline, w is inversely proportional

to the effective selection acting on a locus (s∗), which makes it

possible to infer variation in the strength of selection among loci.

Although it is tempting to attribute the variation in cline width

among these floral traits to variation in the strength of selection

acting among them, inferences made from quantitative traits must

also take into account the number of genes affecting the trait.

Thus, detailed field studies that measure the strength of selec-

tion on each trait will be the most informative way to determine

how each trait contributed to pollinator isolation between the

ecotypes.
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EFFECT OF INTER-ECOTYPE GENE FLOW ON FLORAL

ARCHITECTURE

Recent theoretical and empirical studies have shown that diver-

gence with gene flow can be facilitated by the genetic architecture

of adaptive traits (Kirkpatrick 2010; Smadja and Butlin 2011;

Yeaman and Whitlock 2011). This occurs when features of

genetic architecture prevent the breakup of favorable trait combi-

nations by segregation and recombination in hybrids (Smadja and

Butlin 2011). For example, floral traits associated with pollinator

isolation between M. lewisii and M. cardinalis do not segregate

independently, and comparative linkage mapping reveals that the

loci controlling them reside primarily in a few inverted regions

of the genome that show suppressed recombination (Fishman

et al 2013). Thus, it is possible that genetic correlations among

floral traits in M. aurantiacus could have helped to establish and

maintain divergence.

Our data reveal that genetic architecture may have been im-

portant in the maintenance of some, but not all, divergent trait

combinations. Trait pairs related to floral size and shape are tightly

correlated with each other in the F2 population, suggesting that,

on average, the same genes or genomic regions that make corol-

las longer are also responsible for making them wider. Moreover,

correlations in six additional trait pairs are statistically significant

after Bonferroni correction, suggesting the possibility that genetic

architecture may have helped to establish initial floral trait diver-

gence in this system. However, the maintenance of these associa-

tions likely requires extensive selection in the face of gene flow,

as weak correlations imply that recombinant phenotypes are pro-

duced regularly. For the remaining trait combinations, particularly

those involving floral anthocyanins, correlations are even weaker,

revealing that associations can be broken down by one generation

of segregation and recombination where selection is absent. In-

deed, parental trait combinations involving all of the traits were

rarely recovered in the F2. Although this can be due to polygenic

inheritance of these traits, the weak correlations and transgressive

phenotypes observed in the F2s suggest that low levels of inter-

ecotype gene flow are sufficient to dismantle the parental trait

associations found outside the hybrid zone. Although establish-

ing the number of loci controlling these traits and determining the

extent of genetic independence among traits will require future

quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping, the data presented here

continue to support a prominent role for natural selection in the

maintenance of divergent floral architectures.

SPATIALLY MEDIATED DIVERGENCE WITH GENE

FLOW

Even though divergent floral architectures are generally broken

apart by recombination in the absence of selection, it is pos-

sible that selection may be strong enough to maintain the trait

combinations in areas where they co-occur. However, rather than

observing a bimodal distribution of phenotypes inside the hybrid

zone, we observed a broad range of intermediate phenotypes that

is consistent with the breakdown of “pure” red and yellow floral

architectures following hybridization.

Because selection by pollinators seems to be the major force

driving trait divergence in this system, there are two general ex-

planations for this pattern. First, it is possible that selection is

absent, relaxed, or operates differently within the hybrid zone,

but is strong in other areas. Relaxed selection in the zone may

occur if pollinator preferences are influenced by the local fre-

quencies of divergent phenotypes (i.e., selection is frequency de-

pendent) (Mallet and Barton 1989). The second explanation is

that the strength of pollinator-mediated selection on the floral

traits is similar inside and outside of the hybrid zone, but where

the ecotypes come into contact the rate of inter-ecotype gene

flow is higher than the strength of selection. Although we do not

have evidence to refute the first hypothesis, current and previous

data support the second explanation. First, pollinator preferences

are imperfect (Streisfeld and Kohn 2007; Sobel and Streisfeld

2015), which would result in some mating between the ecotypes

where their ranges overlap. Second, the dismantling of floral ar-

chitectures in our F2 population suggests that only very limited

recombination is required to break apart many of the divergent

trait combinations. Third, the absence of postmating barriers (So-

bel and Streisfeld 2015) suggests that intrinsic selection against

early generation hybrids is weak, implying that intermediate phe-

notypes will persist in nature even if they are less likely to be

visited by pollinators.

Therefore, it appears that the geographic context of diver-

gence plays a key role in the maintenance of these floral differ-

ences. The potential for geography to facilitate divergence with

gene flow is well known (Coyne and Orr 2004; Butlin et al.

2008; Barton 2010, 2013). For example, in models of parapatric

divergence, levels of gene flow between diverging populations

are highest where habitats abut or overlap (Endler 1977; Barton

2010). In these areas, high levels of gene flow may overwhelm se-

lection, leading to the erosion of local adaptation via gene swamp-

ing (Lenormand 2002). However, if the total area occupied by

the organism is large relative to the average inter-generational

dispersal distance, the level of gene flow between diverging pop-

ulations decreases rapidly with increasing distance from contact

zones (Barton 2010). Thus, demes that are far from areas of geo-

graphic overlap are shielded from immigrant genes, so that diver-

gence can occur with only moderate or episodic selection (Barton

2010).

Although we do not have direct estimates of dispersal rates

in M. aurantiacus, and cannot estimate dispersal using cline the-

ory which assumes that individuals are outcrossing with purely

diploid dispersal (Barton and Gale 1993), the pattern of isolation

by distance that we observed across the broad two-dimensional
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landscape is consistent with geographically restricted gene flow.

This suggests that most dispersal occurs between neighboring

or nearby demes rather than over large distances. Consistent

with these expectations, seeds in M. aurantiacus disperse due

to gravity, which likely prevents frequent long-distance move-

ment (Beeks 1962). Similarly, haploid pollen dispersal by hum-

mingbirds and hawkmoths is likely to occur over relatively small

spatial scales (tens to hundreds of meters) (Schlising and Turpin

1971; Webb and Bawa 1983; Linhart et al. 1987; Schluke and

Waser 2001; Johnson and Galloway 2008). Thus, while occasional

long-distance dispersal may occur, average dispersal distances are

almost certainly much smaller than the total geographic range

occupied by the ecotypes. These results indicate that the spa-

tial arrangement of populations has facilitated floral divergence

between the ecotypes despite the breakdown of adaptation in ar-

eas where there are opportunities for hybridization. Therefore,

the stability of floral trait differences may also be influenced by

other forms of local adaptation that limit the pattern of gene flow

across this landscape, such as adaptation to the different abiotic

environments that may cause ecogeographic isolation (Sobel and

Streisfeld 2015).

HISTORY OF FLORAL TRAIT DIVERGENCE

An additional goal of our study was to shed light on the history

of trait divergence between these ecotypes. Although associa-

tions between adaptive loci can form during periods of unin-

terrupted gene flow across an ecological gradient (i.e., primary

contact) (Barton and de Cara 2009; Barton 2010), periods of

geographic isolation are thought to help establish divergent adap-

tations, which may be maintained following secondary contact.

For this reason, Grant (1981, 1993a,b) believed that floral dif-

ferences between the ecotypes likely evolved during a period

of allopatry, with the hybrid zone representing a region of sec-

ondary contact. Distinguishing between primary and secondary

contact is often extremely difficult because these alternative mod-

els can result in identical cline shapes (Endler 1977; Durrett et al.

2000) and similar patterns or genome-wide differentiation (Poel-

stra et al. 2014). In addition, the primary and secondary mod-

els represent extreme scenarios; current geographic distributions

could reflect complex histories involving intermittent periods of

allopatry that facilitated adaptive divergence. Although these ad-

ditional scenarios may play an important role in driving initial

divergence, they are also extremely difficult to detect (Barton

and Hewitt 1985; Coyne and Orr 2004; Butlin et al. 2008). Al-

though we cannot fully test these complex scenarios with current

data, the pattern of genome-wide divergence between the ecotypes

is in stark contrast to those observed across most well-studied

hybrid zones, and it is not consistent this hybrid zone having

formed due to recent secondary contact following a long period of

isolation.

Most well-studied zones of recent secondary contact are as-

sociated with a sharp molecular genetic discontinuity where the

distributions of the divergent taxa abut and show clear evidence

of admixture between these distinct genetic groups. In contrast

to these patterns, we observed a broad, gradual cline in genome-

wide variation and no clear molecular signature of hybridization

in the region where morphologically intermediate samples are

present. The absence of a zone of genome-wide admixture be-

tween the ecotypes is particularly striking, as most zones that

show phenotypic evidence of hybridization also show molecular

evidence of admixture even when only a few neutral markers are

examined (Pettengil and Moeller 2012; Stankowski 2013; Starr

et al. 2013; Alder and Doadrio 2014; Noutsos et al. 2014). More-

over, our FST analysis does not support a conclusion of allopatric

divergence followed by recent secondary contact. If populations

were previously isolated in the east and west, we would expect

to see elevated levels of inter-ecotype divergence relative to lev-

els of intra-ecotype divergence. Even though mean FST is higher

between the ecotypes, the pattern of isolation by distance reveals

that the elevated divergence simply reflects the larger range of

geographic distances of inter-ecotype comparisons compared to

those made within ecotypes. Although the broad cline in genome-

wide variation could reflect the decay of a cline following ancient

secondary contact, the recent origin of the red ecotype within the

broader M. aurantiacus species complex (Stankowski and Streis-

feld 2015) does not support this scenario.

Thus, while additional analyses that provide further tests of

these and alternative demographic histories will be necessary to

parse the timing of various historical scenarios that may have

generated this hybrid zone, our genomic analyses rule out di-

vergence during a long period of allopatry followed by recent

secondary contact. Moreover, the clear pattern of isolation by

distance that we observed across the range of both ecotypes

contrasts with the sharp genetic discontinuities often observed

across other well-studied hybrid zones. This suggests that lo-

cally restricted dispersal and drift have shaped neutral patterns

of genome-wide divergence, but the floral traits appear to have

diverged in the presence of relatively constant gene flow be-

tween the ecotypes. This hypothesis predicts that only genomic

regions involved in local adaptation will show sharp geographic

clines across the landscape, while most markers will show weak

spatial differentiation. Ongoing studies that combine QTL map-

ping with a locus-by-locus analysis of clinal variation from a

genome-wide collection of SNPs will allow for a direct test of this

hypothesis.
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Table S1. Geographic coordinates for the 30 localities sampled in Streisfeld et al. (2013) and used to generate the MaMyb2-M3 red allele frequency
dataset (P).
Table S2. Maximum-likelihood parameter estimates obtained from one-dimensional cline analysis of the MaMyb2-M3 marker from the three datasets
under the best-fitting cline model (A-step).
Table S3. Results of linear regression, testing for a relationship between variation in mean trait value for each population in the common garden experiment
and distance along the one-dimensional transect.
Table S4. Results of the Evanno et al. (2005) method for inferring the optimum number of population clusters (K) following analysis in the program
Structure (Pritchard et al. 2000).
Table S5. Composite likelihood tests comparing the cline width between the genomic PC1 and six floral traits.
Figure S1. Mean values from the first two principal components of a PC analysis conducted on the SNP genotype matrix (5382 loci).
Figure S2. Variation in population structure across the one-dimensional transect revealed by a Bayesian clustering analysis (5382 loci).
Figure S3. Relationship between geographic and genetic distance (FST, averaged over loci) among sample locations.
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